THE NEW

You have known us as STAT!Ref, but we have become so much more. We have debuted TDS Health as an umbrella for all products served through STAT!Ref and Teton Data Systems, to bring together all of our exceptional resources. Learn more at our website www.tetondata.com.
The Premier Healthcare e-Resource

**STAT!Ref** is the premier healthcare e-resource, enabling users to intuitively cross-search full-text titles, journals, and evidence-based point-of-care authoritative resources in mere seconds. With over 600+ and growing resources in over 50 healthcare disciplines, STAT!Ref provides the latest healthcare information in a customizable and convenient format. STAT!Ref goes where you go, accessible by desktop, laptop, and wireless or web-enabled mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets.

Board Review Question Banks

**BoardVitals** helps healthcare practitioners train for licensing, board certification, and in-service exams in over 70 health and medical specialties. BoardVitals brings together content from major publishers, universities, and top healthcare professionals into a single platform, creating the largest training ecosystem in health and medicine. BoardVitals don't just provide a question bank, they provide up-to-date explanations with their answers and give detailed feedback and an assessment of progress.

A Better Way to Learn

**Osmosis** provides everything students need to succeed in learning medicine. Built around evidence-based learning science research, Osmosis’s learning platform, study tools, and comprehensive materials help students stay organized, study more efficiently, and retain information longer. The comprehensive Osmosis Resource Library covers over 3,000 medical topics and includes more than 1,000 videos and over 27,000 board-style questions and flashcards.

3D Human Anatomy as You Have Never Seen it Before

**Primal Pictures** has benchmark anatomy, physiology, and clinical content and is widely accepted as the best in class and used by thousands of health science educators, students and practitioners worldwide to teach, learn and practice. Anatomy.tv, the Primal Pictures 3D anatomy model, was built using real scan data from the visible human project, has been carefully segmented to create an unparalleled level of detail and accuracy.

Medical Topics Explained Clearly by World-class Instructors

**MedCram** allows for more understanding in less time. You can’t remember everything. MedCram helps you learn and understand what’s most important. MedCram medical illustrations explain and clarify key concepts without bogging you down with excessive information. They prioritize the most important information for exam preparation and clinical practice.
Raising the Bar for Protocol Development

Protocol Builder is a cloud-based protocol writing technology that makes it faster and easier to develop investigator-initiated clinical research protocols that meet IRB and regulatory standards. With Protocol Builder, you can also enable collaboration among contributors, advance the ability to publish research, strengthen research programs and increase study pipelines and more.

Pharmacology Teaching Videos

Pharmacology World has one of the most complete collections of teaching videos focused on pharmacology created by renowned expert, Dr. Michael Lee. With a robust collection of 50 different videos and over 12 hours of content, you will master the key concepts of pharmacology as well as improve your retention. The videos cover all major drug classes and include: mechanism of action, key pharmacokinetics, major therapeutic uses, and common and serious adverse effects. Pharmacology World can be used to fill the void in lectures or in curriculums lacking pharmacology.

Better Education, Better Patient Care

Decker Resources provide quick and accurate clinical information with databases in a variety of medical disciplines. In addition to Decker database titles available on the STAT!Ref platform, Decker offers a teaching tool called Weekly Curriculum. Weekly Curriculum is a weekly email-based curriculum testing trainees through clinical cases and board-styled MCQs keyed to essential elements in medical training.

The Best New Way to Learn

PALMs, or Perceptual-Adaptive Learning Modules, from Med Insight LT, are a revolutionary advanced learning technology using a patented combination of perceptual and adaptive sequencing based on both accuracy and speed of learners to improve learning and retention of information over regular didactic methods. The PALMs product is the only learning technology that offers this adaptive sequencing based on speed and accuracy of learners’ responses with the ability to provide feedback.